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H I G H L I G H T S

• Energy scheduling for optimal power dispatch and total system cost minimization.

• Financially incentivized flexibility services between microgrid and market operator.

• Framework which checks and mitigates power quality issues of the optimal solution.

• Power quality restored with a small number of iterations and additional system cost.
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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents an integrated tool to mitigate power quality issues in a microgrid through coordinating the
operating schedule of its generating resources and loads. Such a microgrid includes renewable and conventional
distributed energy resources, electric vehicles, energy storage, linear and nonlinear loads, while it serves as an
example small-to-medium scale residential and commercial buildings. The proposed tool operates on a se-
quential, two-stage basis: at the first stage the energy management system (EMS) ensures that the microgrid’s
generation resources and loads are dispatched at the minimum total system cost. In addition, it assesses the
potential provision of flexibility services towards the system operator, relying on financially incentivized power
signal requests. At the second stage, the power quality (PQ) framework evaluates whether the proposed optimal
solution complies or not with several PQ standards applicable to the distribution level. The unique characteristic
of the proposed tool is the self-triggered interaction between the EMS and the PQ framework, which identifies
potential PQ violations, and restores the PQ indices to acceptable levels through an iterative process. Case
studies have been performed with realistic model parameters to verify the performance of the proposed in-
tegrated tool. The obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm in managing voltage devia-
tions, voltage unbalance, as well as harmonic distortions with a small additional cost for the total system.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and motivation

A microgrid is a low-voltage power distribution system organized
based on the control capabilities over the main network and it is
characterized by distributed energy resources (DERs) and controllable
loads. DERs comprise a variety of distributed generation (DG) units
such as photovoltaics (PVs), distributed storage units (batteries, energy
capacitors, etc.), wind turbines, and autonomous power stations (APS)
which usually consume diesel or heavy oil (mazut) fuel. Controllable

loads such as electric vehicles (EVs), heating, ventilation, and air-con-
ditioning (HVAC) systems can be deferred or shed to balance supply
and demand in the microgrid. Power flow in microgrids is controlled
and monitored by an energy management system (EMS) ensuring that
specific operational objectives (e.g., cost minimization) are met. To
achieve this, an EMS adjusts the power imported from or exported to
the main grid, the operation and dispatch of DERs, and the controllable
loads [1].

Microgrids propose new features to electricity industry offering
additional possibilities for multi-stage electrical power grid operation,
control and management. Some of the new features comprise advanced
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smart metering, demand-side management systems and communication
infrastructure providing real-time information for all system variables
[2]. On the one hand and from a microgrid’s point of view the afore-
mentioned features combined with a demand-response (DR) strategy
can decrease the total cost of energy supply, meeting at the same time
microgrid’s electricity and thermal demands. On the other hand, a
microgrid can provide flexibility to a distribution system operator
(DSO) in the form of ancillary services by responding to its signals for
power supply/demand increase/decrease [3]. In addition, the ac-
celerated development of microgrid has paved the way for the inter-
connection of multiple microgrids to provide regional power supply. As
a result, the power exchange and the coordination of the DG units
within the individual microgrids forming a multi-microgrid system is a
complex problem that requires efficient and reliable energy manage-
ment [4].

An important advantage of microgrids lies on their ability to remain
operational even when the public power network encounters extensive
blackouts. By taking advantage of their on-site distribution generation,
microgrids can supply critical loads and keep crucial consumers in
operation during blackouts in islanded mode. However, despite the
aforementioned essential advantage, several reasons may prevent the
uninterrupted and smooth islanded microgrid operation. The most

frequent and significant reasons are: DG may not be able to regulate the
voltage and frequency within the islanded system, fault contribution
from DG may not be sufficient to allow satisfactory operation of pro-
tection systems, the parallel operation of DG units within the islanded
mode may cause problems, etc. [5]. Therefore, it is important to de-
termine the requirements for a safe and reliable microgrid operation
which is able to overcome the above-mentioned challenges. Such an
energy management framework which combines proactive and reactive
approaches to efficiently address the uncertainties associated with
generation and demand in islanded and interconnected microgrids is
proposed in [6].

One of the primary operational challenges that arises in a microgrid,
either it is related with its own EMS operation (in grid-connected or
islanded mode), or with its action as an ancillary service to the DSO, is
associated with power quality (PQ) management. Due to the usually
small generation capacity, the physical operating characteristics of the
microgrid’s equipment and appliances can substantially affect the mi-
crogrid current, voltage and frequency resulting in harmful harmonic
distortions. Thus, the microgrid’s equipment operating characteristics
must be sufficiently modeled taking into count both the fast time scales
related with local controls and the longer time scales associated with
energy scheduling.

Nomenclature
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ES,dis/ch (dis) charging power of storage s at time t [kW]
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Acronyms

APS Autonomous Power Station
DA Day Ahead
DER Distributed Energy Resource
DG Distributed Generation
DHW Domestic Hot Water
DR Demand Response
DSO Distribution System Operator
EMS Energy Management System
ES Energy Storage
EV Electric Vehicle
HVAC Heating Ventilation Air-Conditioning
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming
PCC Point of Common Coupling
PF Power Factor
PQ Power Quality
PV Photovoltaic
RMS Root Mean Square
TC Total Cost
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
VOLL Value of Lost Load
VUF Voltage Unbalance Factor
WT Wind Turbine
X/R Reactance on Resistance ratio
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This paper proposes an integrated tool for the cooperative evalua-
tion of optimal EMS operation in a microgrid combined with a con-
current power quality assessment. The mixed integer linear program-
ming (MILP) energy scheduling algorithm decides the DERs optimal
dispatch based on a given operational objective meeting microgrid’s
load requirements. At the same time, microgrid power quality is mon-
itored to ensure it complies with IEEE standards for distribution net-
works. A potential violation in any of these standards triggers the in-
itiation of an iterative algorithm which restores the microgrid’s power
quality indices back to acceptable values.

The primary motivation for this paper is the recent development in
building technologies, such as intelligent automated systems, which can
enhance EMS control technologies and operation to achieve improved
economic and operational objectives.

1.2. Related work and contributions

Several studies in literature propose energy scheduling algorithms
for optimizing specific objectives under EMS operation in microgrids/
smartgrids. Özkan [7] introduces a home power management system
with a corresponding rule-based control algorithm over smart electric
appliances to reduce total cost and lower peak demand. The authors in
[8] use neural networks to develop a DR control system in residential
sector implementing PV and electricity storage. Xue et al. [9] introduce
an interactive DR strategy which focuses on commercial buildings in-
tegrating renewable energy. Chen et al. [10] implement stochastic and
robust optimization to evaluate the real-time price-based DR manage-
ment for residential appliances. Monte Carlo simulation is used for
minimizing the expected electricity payment, while price uncertainty
intervals are used in the robust optimization for minimizing the worst-
case electricity payment. Adopting a two-frame algorithm, Bendato
et al. [11] propose an EMS to integrate economical aspects and system
operator requirements using among others forecasting data analysis.
During the first step, the optimal active power of the microgrid’s DGs is
calculated minimizing the total production cost, while in the second
step the reactive power of the programmable units is decided to meet
the system operator requirements.

The consideration of EVs as a reliable alternative DER, among
others, is reflected in the increasing number of studies tackling their
integration in microgrids. Existing works cover a broad range of EVs
applications such as bidirectional energy trading capabilities [12], op-
timal scheduling for EVs charging/discharging [13], impact on the grid
[14,15], peak shaving and load shifting [16] and utilization of EVs as
alternative storage potential [17]. As the electric vehicle deployment is
growing worldwide, their proper integration in electricity grids be-
comes more and more important.

Meanwhile, several studies have been conducted applying the multi-
objective approach for EMS/DR operation [18]. The optimal solutions
are known as Pareto-optimal solutions and offer the best trade-offs
among all the defined and conflicting objectives. The authors in [19]
propose a MILP model to schedule the energy consumption within
smart homes in a microgrid. The two conflicting objectives are to
minimize the daily energy cost and CO2 emissions. Coelho et al. [20]
describe a multi-objective power dispatching problem that uses EVs as
storage units optimizing several objectives like total costs, EVs batteries
usage, and maximum peak load. The authors in [21] present a multi-
objective generation scheduling model for pricing demand response
rate in micro-grid energy management optimizing operation cost and
emissions, while the authors in [22] propose a DR management fra-
mework which minimizes both the cost of energy production and the
discomfort of community-based microgrid.

From another point of view, a series of studies in the literature focus
mainly on addressing power quality issues in a microgrid, such as
voltage instability and unbalance [23], harmonic distortion, frequency
variations, etc., without taking into account whether the conducted
power transient analysis corresponds to microgrid’s optimal operation

from the scope of the selected operational objective. The authors in
[24] propose a “Smart Branch” for microgrids power quality improve-
ment by implementing a finite control set-model predictive controller
which tracks pure sinusoidal wave forms as its references. Adnan et al.
[25] use probabilistic modeling to formulate the complexity of ran-
domness for load flow balancing through a smart node and transient
stability analysis through a unified power flow controller, while many
studies focus on assessing power quality characteristics of photovoltaic
systems and EVs with respect to the grid [26,27]. Moreover, the impact
of harmonic distortion on microgrid’s power quality has been also ad-
dressed systematically in the literature [28,29].

The papers referred in this study have provided respective con-
tributions to the application of energy management systems and power
scheduling algorithms. However, research has tended to focus either on
operational objectives, such as optimal DERs dispatch (EMS and DR
development), or on power quality analysis (voltage/current devia-
tions, harmonic disorders, etc.) of a microgrid. This paper proposes an
integrated tool which, on the one hand, implements a MILP model to
optimally decide the operation of an EMS using several DERs to mini-
mize total system cost, and on the other hand, additionally applies
power flow and total harmonic distortion analysis in the microgrid to
identify power quality-related operational issues and adjust their values
in compliance with IEEE standards, when necessary. The unique con-
tributions of this paper, in the form of an integrated tool, are therefore:

• A bidirectional MILP-based energy scheduling algorithm to mini-
mize total system cost in a microgrid implementing DERs such as
APS, PV, wind turbines, EVs, and storage.

• A binary-based power exchange framework (incorporated in the
EMS algorithm) to model the potential interaction between the
microgrid and the DSO. The framework operates on the basis of fi-
nancially incentivized power signal requests.

• A self-triggered, iterative algorithm which monitors the microgrid
power quality and intervenes to restore the corresponding indices to
acceptable levels when a violation in standards is identified.

To the best knowledge of authors, the present study is original in
incorporating the previously mentioned characteristics in a single in-
tegrated tool. The proposed integrated tool is evaluated under several
energy schemes and operational scenarios within the microgrid such as
rapid load increase/decrease, sudden power cuts leading to off-grid
standalone operation, abrupt voltage phase unbalance, etc.

1.3. Organization

In the remaining paper, Section 2 describes the general structure of
the proposed integrated tool and reviews the assumptions and limita-
tions. Section 3 provides the mathematical formulation of the energy
scheduling algorithm, while Section 4 identifies the power quality is-
sues in microgrid operation and presents the mathematical formulation
of the power quality framework. Section 5 introduces the microgrid
model used in the simulations and it illustrates a number of case studies
where the operation and effectiveness of the proposed energy man-
agement integrated tool is demonstrated. Finally, Section 6 draws the
conclusion of this paper and suggests future work.

2. General structure of the proposed integrated tool

2.1. Interaction of EMS and PQ framework

The proposed integrated tool consists of an EMS and a PQ frame-
work which operate on a sequential basis. During the first step, the EMS
decides the optimal energy schedule of all the distributed energy re-
sources, the distributed generation units and the loads based on a
specific operational objective (total system cost minimization) for a
period of 24 h in day-ahead. More specifically, it calculates:
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• the active/reactive power of the DERs/DGs;

• the active/reactive power that the microgrid exchanges with the
electricity grid;

• the extent the loads are met (taking into consideration the value of
lost load).

The necessary input data for the EMS include among others: the
renewable energy DA forecasts, the DA electricity price, the microgrid
loads, the initial state of charge and the arrival/departure schedule of
the EVs, the charge/discharge rates for both the EVs and the storage
system, etc. The EMS is implemented in GAMS [30] and is solved with
the CPLEX 12.7 solver. The mathematical formulation of the EMS is
provided in Section 3.

The PQ framework is activated at the second step of the proposed
integrated tool. All the calculations related with the PQ analysis and
check, occur during this step (power flow and harmonics analyses). To
assess the PQ of the microgrid, three different indices are introduced:
the voltage variation, the total harmonic distortion (THD), and the
voltage unbalance factor (VUF). These PQ indices are checked for every
hourly time frame. A potential violation of the standards that have been
set for each one of the PQ indices initiates the PQ improvement iterative
process and activates the PQ constraints. This is a process that co-
ordinates the interaction between the EMS and PQ framework to restore
the PQ indices to acceptable values. The power flow, the network
steady state harmonic analysis, as well as the PQ indices described
above are programmed and calculated using MATLAB [31] and
OpenDSS [32]. A more detailed description on the PQ framework is
given in Section 4.

The flowchart in Fig. 1 illustrates the operation of the proposed
integrated tool. First, the optimal energy schedule solution is obtained
from the EMS without any power quality check. The acquired microgrid
active/reactive power schedule is the input of the power quality fra-
mework. After the power flow and harmonics analyses, the initial en-
ergy schedules of both loads and generation resources are evaluated for
voltage variation, harmonic distortion, and phase unbalance using
OpenDSS. If any violations against the power quality standards are
detected, energy scheduling is solved again, enforcing this time the PQ

constraints. The iteration continues until all power quality indices are
controlled under requirement levels.

2.2. Assumptions and limitations

We now review some general assumptions and limitations about the
proposed integrated tool. First, we assume that the wind and solar
generation data (as these are provided in [33]) reflect accurate DA
forecasts. Moreover, although in reality retail electricity rates tend to be
regulated, different across the types of distribution customers, and
varying depending on the utility provider, for the sake of simplicity we
assume the same DA electricity rate across all microgrid’s generation
resources and loads. It is also assumed that the EVs fleet is homogenous,
namely that it is composed of the same type of vehicle with the same
battery capacity and charging/discharging efficiency. The homogenous
EVs fleet is selected for simplicity reasons. Although a heterogeneous
fleet of EVs would be closer to reality, it would not differentiate the
operation of the proposed algorithm for charging/discharging the EVs
fleet. In addition, the EVs schedule corresponds to work-related trips
which affects their arrival/departure times to and from the microgrid.

As far as the limitations are concerned, one should notice that the
proposed integrated tool operates as an assessment tool in DA. It fo-
cuses on evaluating different energy demand response scenarios and the
power quality anomalies that these scenarios may cause. However, the
proposed tool is not recommended to assess real-time situations, as the
hourly time-frame that has been selected for the simulations is not
suitable for responding to transient changes of state. Moreover, as the
optimization horizon is relatively short (one day), investment and
maintenance costs associated with the microgrid’s operation are not
taken into consideration.

3. The EMS scheduling algorithm

In this section, we provide the mathematical formulation for the
EMS algorithm. We also discuss the operation of DERs and the nature of
loads in more detail. One should notice that discrete energy manage-
ment policies can lead to different scheduling and EMS strategies in

Fig. 1. Energy scheduling and power quality check of the proposed integrated tool.
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microgrids. For example, the microgrid operator and the microgrid
stakeholders/occupants can belong to the same economic entity ex-
pressing common economic interests. In this case, energy scheduling
focuses mainly on prioritizing appliance and equipment operations,
while assuming realistic supply costs and VOLL. On the other hand, the
microgrid operator and the microgrid stakeholders/occupants may
belong to multiple economic entities with contradicting economic in-
terests, like for example energy suppliers (could be the DERs owners)
and consumers (expressed for instance by the loads). The EMS proposed
in this paper has been formulated to operate under the former described
energy policy. However, with slight modifications it should be able to
support the latter policy, as well.

The microgrid operator performs day-ahead central energy sche-
duling. The algorithm determines the optimal dispatch and operation of
the available supply resources (energy from the grid, DERs, EVs) and
load equipment over the planning time horizon (one day divided in
hourly time-steps) to minimize the total system cost. At the same time,
all the physical operating requirements of the microgrid are taken into
account, including the power quality requirements. The objective
function which minimizes the total system cost over the study time
horizon, is given by Eq. (1) below:
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where Ξ is the set that contains all the primal optimization variables.
One should notice that since the considered time step is one hour,
power and energy values coincide.

The first term of Eq. (1) minimizes the operational C pr r t
DG,op

,
DG and

the start-up C ξr r t
ST

,
ST cost of the DGs, where ξr t,

ST is an integer binary
variable expressing whether a DG rstarts to operate at time tor not. The
set of the DGs comprises the two APS units, the PV unit, and the wind
turbine. For the renewable DGs, we assume a negligible operational
cost, while their start-up cost has been set to zero. The second term aims
at minimizing the power pt

grid,in requested from the grid at price εt
buy,

while at the same time maximizing the power pt
grid,out injected to the

grid at price εt
sell. We consider the selling price εt

sell to be 10% lower
than the buying price εt

buy [34]. The third term of Eq. (1) minimizes the
cost subsequent to the shed load. Variable pl ty t, ,

load,max expresses the an-

ticipated load without any deferral or shed, while variable pl ty t, ,
load is the

actual load served. Their difference indicates the shed/lost load which
is penalized by the VOLL.

The term ̃ε soes T,
ES is the so-called energy value and reflects the value

of each kWh of the residual energy in ES soe( )s T,
ES at the end of the time

horizon considered, i.e., =t T [35]. Unlike more studies where residual
energy at the end of the scheduling horizon is either kept equal to the
initial state-of-charge or anchored within an acceptable deviation from
initial level [36], the concept of energy value is used here to reflect the
value of the residual energy in ES, as the residual energy has the po-
tential to yield profits by generating (discharging) in the following
horizons. Consequently, a price ̃ε is assigned to the final energy level
(state-of-energy) to reflect its value, and the resulting energy value is

considered in the objective function.
The fifth term of the objective function characterizes a revenue for

the microgrid, provided that it meets the DSO requests for an increase/
decrease in microgrid’s total power supply ↑ ↓z z( , )t t

sup sup to, or demand
↑ ↓z z( , )t t

dem dem from the main grid. The remaining terms of Eq. (1) con-
stitute penalty factors to ensure microgrid’s smooth operation. Speci-
fically, the sixth term applies a small cost CEV,deg, every time an EV
charges p( )k t,

EV,ch or discharges p( )k t,
EV,dis . This is to ensure that no un-

necessary EV charges/discharges take place and to prevent EVs’ battery
degradation. The seventh and eighth terms impose a fictitious cost to
limit the reactive power exchange, not only between the microgrid and
the main grid, but also among the DERs and the DGs within the mi-
crogrid itself to avoid excessive power losses in the distribution cables.
The operating constraints are described as follows.

3.1. Loads

To represent the diversity of loads present in the system, each ag-
gregated load lat a node of the microgrid consists of several load types
[37,38], depending on their end-use and are denoted by ty. These load
types include equipment and devices that share similar power factors,
harmonic content and flexibility; namely HVAC, domestic hot water
(DHW), lights, house appliances and motor drives. The proportion of
each load type in the aggregate total load is given by parameter
ηl ty,

type,load. Load constraints are given by (2) below:
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Eqs. (2a)–(2c) define the range within a load of a specific type can
deviate, provided that the load status is active. The status of each load is
defined based on the binary decision variable ξl ty t, ,

on,load. The reactive
power that each load consumes is given by Eq. (2d). One may notice
that the reactive power of each load depends on its power factor PFty

load,
which subsequently relies upon the type of the load. Eqs. (2e) and 2f
simply provide an aggregate value of load types for both active and
reactive power. In this paper, we assume that all loads have minimum
consumption levels once energized to operate. All load specifications
are provided in the electronic companion [33].

3.2. DGs

As already mentioned, the DGs consist of the two APS units (con-
nected to node 2, as shown in Fig. 3), the PV unit (connected to node 8),
and the WT unit (connected to node 3). In this work, we assume that the
two APS units have minimum power output levels once activated. That
is due to the small capacity scale of the microgrid and the fact that the
DGs’ (but also loads’) on and off operations could cause substantial
discrete changes in the load curve. The DG constraints are given by (3)
below:
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Eq. (3a) bounds the active power pr t,
DG between the minimum and the

maximum power output of each DG. The binary decision variable ξr t,
DG,on

indicates whether the corresponding DG is active or not. Eqs. (3b) and
(3c) characterize the generation (absorption) resource reactive power
limit constraints. This is to ensure that the power factor of a DG should
not exceed its rating. The DGs are generally interfaced with the grid
using a fully controllable converter. These converters can absorb or
generate reactive power in addition to their active power generation,
and they are known as two-quadrant converters [39]. Finally, Eq. (3d)
and (3e) describe the start-up mechanism of a DG.

3.3. Energy storage

Constraints (4) characterize the ES operation. More specifically, Eq.
(4a) and (4b) establish the limitations for the charging p( )s t,

ES,ch and
discharging p( )s t,

ES,dis power of the ES with the assistance of binary
variable ξs t,

ES. The state-of-energy (soe) for the ES is expressed by Eq. (4c)
and (4d), while Eq. (4e) sets the minimum and the maximum allowed
limits for the ES soe. Constraint (4f) ensures that the ES soe at the end of
scheduling horizon =t T is at least equal to SOEs

ES,ini. This is important
to assure that the model is not biased by being offered a free-of-cost
energy source at the beginning of its operation. The implementation of
(4f) as an inequality constraint allows the ES to further charge, if such a
decision is taken by the optimization algorithm based on the concept of
residual energy value. Finally, (4g) expresses the reactive power that
can be generated q( )s t,

ES,gen or absorbed q( )s t,
ES,abs by the ES.

⩽ ⩽ ∀p ξ P s t0 ,s t s t s,
ES,ch

,
ES max,ch

(4a)

⩽ ⩽ − ∀p ξ P s t0 (1 ) ,s t s t s,
ES,dis

,
ES max,dis

(4b)

= + − ∀ =soe SOE η p
p

η
s t, 1s t s s s t

s t

s
,

ES ES,ini ES,ch
,
ES,ch ,

ES,dis

ES,dis (4c)

= + − ∀ >−soe soe η p
p

η
s t, 1s t s t s s t

s t

s
,

ES
, 1

ES ES,ch
,
ES,ch ,

ES,dis

ES,dis (4d)

⩽ ⩽ ∀SOE soe SOE s t,s s t s
min

,
ES max (4e)

⩾ ∀soe SOE ss T s,
ES ES,ini (4f)

⩽ ⩽
−

∀q q P
PF

PF
s t0 ,

1 ( )
,s t s t s

s

s
,
ES,gen

,
ES,abs ES,max

ES 2

ES (4g)

3.4. Electric vehicles

EVs are considered in this work either as a power supply (when
discharging), or as power loads (when charging). We assume that the
car fleet consists of 30 EVs and that the EVs are used for work-related
trips, while their mobility behaviour remains similar to the one of the
conventional vehicles. Usual working hours are considered from 8 am
to 6 pm but they are not binding [12].

The EVs’ arrival time schedule is fitted in the form of chi-square
distribution [40] and its probability density function is given by:

=
− −

f t
t e

υ
( )

2 Γ( /2)

υ t

υarr,k
arr,k
( 2)/2 /2

/2

arr,k

(5)

where Γ(·) is defined as ∫= >∞ − −α t e dt αΓ( ) , 0α
0

1 1 with =υ 4 degrees
of freedom, and tarr,k is the arrival time for the k-th EV. The chi-square
distribution is a good approximation to model the EVs arrival schedule,
as most EVs arrive at the parking lots in the morning in accordance with
the considered working hours. A deterministic realization of the chi-
square distribution described in Eq. (5) is used to obtain the EVs arrival
schedule, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The time during which the EVs remain parked, and thus connected
to the microgrid, conforms to the normal distribution with a mean of
8 h and a variance equal to 4 h N(8, 2 )2 , assuming that the working
period of most people is 8 h. The initial state-of-energy of the EVs
batteries conforms to the uniform distribution with a low range of 0.3
and a high range of 0.8 of the battery nominal state-of-energy. Like in
the case of EVs arrival schedule, the input data for the parking time of
the EVs and their initial battery state-of-energy are obtained from de-
terministic realizations of their corresponding distributions.

Similarly to the ES modelling constraints, Eq. (6a) and (6b) set a
limit on the charging and discharging power of the EVs with the as-
sistance of a binary variable. The available state for an EV at every
time-step can be either charging, discharging, or remaining idle. Con-
straints (6c) and (6d) define the state-of-energy of each EV for the first
and the remaining time intervals, respectively. Constraint (6e) limits
the EVs’ battery minimum and maximum soe to avoid over-charge and
over-discharge. In addition, as described earlier, we have added a
penalty term in the objective function (1) to prevent unnecessary
charging/discharging of the EVs which could lead to potential battery
degradation. Finally, Eq. (6f) sets the minimum soe for each EV upon its
departure time. The technical details and characteristics of the used EV
model (Nissan Leaf) are provided in the electronic companion [33].

⩽ ⩽ ∀ ∈p ξ P k t T T0 , [ , ]k t k t k k,
EV,ch

,
EV EV,max,ch arr dep

(6a)

⩽ ⩽ − ∀ ∈p ξ P k t T T0 (1 ) , [ , ]k t k t k k,
EV,dis

,
EV EV,max,dis arr dep

(6b)

= + − ∀ =soe SOE η p
p

η
k t T,k t k k t

k t
k,

EV EV,ini EV,ch
,

EV,ch ,
EV,dis

EV,dis
arr

(6c)

= + − ∀ ∈−soe soe η p
p

η
k t T T, ( , ]k t k t k t

k t
k k,

EV
, 1

EV EV,ch
,

EV,ch ,
EV,dis

EV,dis
arr dep

(6d)

⩽ ⩽ ∀ ∈SOE soe SOE k t T T, [ , ]k t k k
EV,min

,
EV EV,max arr dep (6e)

⩾ ∀ =soe SOE k t T,k t k k,
EV EV,dep dep (6f)

3.5. Power balance and grid constraints

The active and reactive power balance equations for the whole
system are defined in Eq. (7a) and (7b), respectively. More specifically,
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Fig. 2. Arrival time of the EVs.
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the power that is needed to meet the total load demand, the total ES and
EVs charge requirements plus the power injected to the grid (if any) and
the active losses, must be equal to the power that is generated from the
discharge of the ES and the EVs, the power produced by the DGs plus
the power drawn from the grid for every time interval t. The reactive
power balance constraint (7b) is formulated in a similar way.

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑

+ + + + =

+ + + ∀

p p p p P

p p p p t
l ty

l ty t
s

s t
k

k t t t

s
s t

k
k t

r
r t t

,
, ,
load

,
ES,ch

,
EV,ch grid,out loss

,
ES,dis

,
EV,dis

,
DG grid,in

(7a)

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑

+ + + + + =

+ + ∀

q q q q Q Q

q q q t
l ty

l ty t
s

s t
r

r t t t t

s
s t

r
r t t

,
, ,
load

,
ES,abs

,
DG,abs grid,out loss grid,exch

,
ES,gen

,
DG,gen grid,in

(7b)

The grid interface constraints realize the logic of power exchange
and they are described by (8) below:

⩽ ∀p ξ P tt t
grid,in grid max,grid (8a)

⩽ − ∀p ξ P t(1 )t t
grid,out grid max,grid (8b)

If the EMS needs to draw power from the grid, power is not allowed to
be injected into the grid at the same time and vice versa. The limitations
in power exchange are imposed by parameter Pmax,grid with the assis-
tance of binary variable ξt

grid.

3.6. Microgrid and DSO interaction framework

This section describes the mechanism used by the EMS of the mi-
crogrid to evaluate the power exchanges signals with the DSO. The key
needs that could be fulfilled in the distribution system by flexibility
services include among others response to unexpected overloading,
support in case of voltage violations (power quality), etc [3]. Many DER
units are able to alter their generation/consumption pattern with a
relatively limited impact on their primary energy service. In reality, the
microgrids that could offer DERs flexibility, would be represented by a
new commercial player, the Aggregator. This entity would aggregate
and mobilize flexibility of DERs and sell it to the highest possible bidder
with contract. In case that the DSO is the recipient of the flexibility
service, the Aggregator should pay its affiliated microgrids that provide
the DERs flexibility from the payment it receives from the DSO. In this
sense, the interaction mechanism described in (9) would take place
between the microgrid and the Aggregator with DSO being the end-
customer.

There are many types of flexibility to support the above needs:
handling predictable peak loads in advance or on an event basis, power
reserves activated upon request to ensure that the DSO specified ca-
pacity limits are not violated on an emergency or planned schedule
basis, etc. The interaction mechanism we describe in this paper, being
part of a tool that would be mainly used for DA simulations, focuses on
evaluating planned (and thus expected) power exchanges with the DSO.
One should also note that the development of a more general concept
for dealing with distribution-level flexibility services (possibly even
through a market clearing auction mechanism) is out of scope of this
paper. The interaction framework we develop as part of the general
EMS algorithm, aims mainly at investigating the effects of meeting such
demands on the power quality of the local microgrid.

Constraints (9a)–(9d) enforce the total power injected to the grid
p( )t

grid,out , or requested from it p( )t
grid,in , to be modified depending on the

power alteration requests ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓L L L L( , , , )t t t t
sup sup dem dem . The requests are

valid only if the corresponding auxiliary variables
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ξ ξ ξ ξ( , , , )t t t t

sup sup dem dem obtain non-zero values. The terms
P P,t t

grid,out grid,in are parameters corresponding to the total power the
microgrid would inject to the grid or draw from it, respectively, in

normal operation without the DSO signals for power alteration. Finally,
the net power alteration based on which the reward is calculated, is
expressed by the continuous variables ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓z z z z, , ,t t t t

sup sup dem dem . Con-
straints (9e)-(9l) describe their necessary limitations and bounds.

⩾ + ∀↑ ↑p P L ξ t( )t t t t
grid,out grid,out sup sup (9a)

⩽ − + − ∀↓ ↓ ↓p P L ξ P ξ t( ) (1 )t t t t t
grid,out grid,out sup sup max,grid sup (9b)

⩾ + ∀↑ ↑p P L ξ t( )t t t t
grid,in grid,in dem dem (9c)

⩽ − + − ∀↓ ↓ ↓p P L ξ P ξ t( ) (1 )t t t t t
grid,in grid,in dem dem max,grid dem (9d)

⩽ ∀↑ ↑z ξ P tt t
sup sup max,grid (9e)

⩽ ∀↑ ↑z L tt t
sup sup (9f)

⩽ ∀↓ ↓z ξ P tt t
sup sup max,grid (9g)

⩽ ∀↓ ↓z L tt t
sup sup (9h)

⩽ ∀↑ ↑z ξ P tt t
dem dem max,grid (9i)

⩽ ∀↑ ↑z L tt t
dem dem (9j)

⩽ ∀↓ ↓z ξ P tt t
dem dem max,grid (9k)

⩽ ∀↓ ↓z L tt t
dem dem (9l)

The operation of the power exchange interaction framework with
the DSO (or any other that would function as an aggregator to collect
the bids from all microgrids) is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1
Power exchange framework

4. Power quality framework

In this section, we describe the operation of the power quality im-
provement iterative algorithm. According to [41], the electric power
quality is a term that refers to maintaining the near sinusoidal waveform of
power distribution bus voltages and currents at rated magnitude and fre-
quency. The concept of power quality includes a variety of different
issues. In this work though, we focus only on larger time scale issues
(time interval of one hour), such as voltage variations (under-voltage/
over-voltage), harmonic distortions, and voltage phase unbalance.

4.1. Voltage variation

The voltage magnitude at a bus can deviate from its rated value.
These deviations are often tolerated for small percentages but if they
cross certain limits, they are considered as disturbances. These phe-
nomena are mainly caused by an abnormal flow of reactive power in
high voltage lines. But at distribution level where microgrids operate,
the reactance on resistance ratio (X/R) of a line is lower. Hence, a rise of
the active power flow can also affect the voltage. According to [42], the
voltage variations in a microgrid should be within ± 5% of the nominal
value.
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As shown in the short line model between two buses in the elec-
tronic companion [33], the voltage drop is highly dependent on the
reactive power flow for inductive lines. However, in lines with low X R/
ratio, both active and reactive power have an impact on the voltage
drop and the phase angle δ between the two buses. Based on this ra-
tionale, we define in (10a) the continuous variable αl t

V
,
Δ which expresses

the total active-reactive power relationship of all loads in the microgrid.
Eqs. (10b)–(10c) are triggered at every iteration when the amplitude of
the voltage is below 95% of its rated value (i.e., ⩾VΔ 0.05 pu), at every
load bus l and time interval t. Parameter αl t

V
,
Δ ,lim sets the new upper

bound for variable αl t
V

,
Δ at every iteration. The rate of change of this

upper bound is set with the help of sensitivity parameter λ VΔ . Higher
values of λ VΔ result in a steeper decrease of αl t

V
,
Δ ,lim after each iteration,

which consequently causes greater alteration to the loads by the EMS.
On the other hand, lower values of λ VΔ would require more iterations
for the algorithm to converge (namely to restore power quality indices
to acceptable limits).

= + ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

∀= = =α p X
R

q l t| | | ,l t
V

it i l t it i
l

l t it i,
Δ

,
load,tot

,
load,tot

(10a)

⩽ ∀= + = +α α l t| | ,l t
V

it i l t
V

it i,
Δ

1 ,
Δ ,lim

1 (10b)

= − ∀= + = =α α λ V l t| | (1 Δ )| ,l t
V

it i l t
V

it i V t it i,
Δ ,lim

1 ,
Δ

Δ (10c)

4.2. Harmonic distortion

It is known that harmonic distortion in grid voltage leads to non-
sinusoidal waveforms. The increased penetration of non-linear power
electronic devices along with an increase of sensitive loads have re-
sulted in various concerns over safety and proper operation of elec-
tronic equipment. Harmonics are also known to increase the total losses
in the system [43]. Higher harmonics can be relatively easily filtered by
active/passive filters, or reduced by using appropriate modulation
schemes in the command of the power electronics switches. However,
lower harmonics (3rd, 5th, 7th, 11th, etc.) are more difficult to filter
without reducing at the same time, the signal at base frequency. Har-
monic cancellation techniques exist to tackle this problem, but they are
not usually cost-effective and they are also technically challenging to
implement [44].

Two important measures are defined to identify the extent of har-
monic distortion and cope with it. First, the total harmonic distortion
(THD) as the percentage of the root mean square (RMS) of the harmonic
frequency components against the fundamental frequency component
for voltage and current, as presented in (11), respectively:

=
+ + … +

V
V V i V

V
hTHD 2

2
3
2 2

1 (11a)

=
+ + … +

I
I I i I

I
hTHD 2

2
3
2 2

1 (11b)

where Vh and Ih represent the RMS values of various order harmonics in
voltage and current.

According to [45], the limits in low voltage microgrids ⩽V( 1 kV)
should not surpass 4% for individual harmonics and 2% for THD at
PCC. However, the THD limitation of 2% is practically very challenging
and difficult to achieve in microgrids. Thus, the THD limit applicable to
higher voltage levels (5%) is preferred [46]. Moreover, in this study we
consider current THD for each type of load as a known factor, while we
treat the voltage THD originating from current harmonics as a power
quality index calculated for each node.

The second measure we introduce to cope with harmonic distortion
is presented by the set of equations in (12) below:

∑= ∀=

=

α p I t|t it i
l ty

l ty t
it i

ty
hd

,
, ,
load THD

(12a)

⩽ ∀= + = +α α t| |t it i t it i
hd

1
hd,lim

1 (12b)

= − ∀= + = =α α λ max V t| | (1 )|t it i t it i l l t it i
hd,lim

1
hd hd

,
THD (12c)

where variable αt
hd represents the total network distortion due to all

types of loads. Parameter αt
hd,lim sets the upper limit for αt

hd in (12b),
while its value in each iteration iis modified according to sensitivity
parameter λhd and the maximum observed Vl t,

THD in all load buses.

4.3. Phase unbalance

According to IEEE, the definition of voltage unbalance is the ratio of
the negative-sequence voltage component to the positive-sequence
voltage component [47]. In a three-phase system, voltage unbalance
takes place when the magnitudes of phase or line voltages are different
and the phase angles differ from the balanced conditions, or both [48].
Voltage unbalance is mainly caused when single-phase loads are not
evenly distributed across all three phases, and it is often evaluated with
the Voltage Unbalance Factor (VUF).

Phase balance constraints (13) ensure that the active power sched-
uled among the three phases should be within close proximity. At first,
variable αt

unb,Ph(·) in Eqs. (13a)–(13c) is used as a metric for load dis-
tribution among all phases. Parameters PhA PhB,l l

dist dist, and PhCl
dist

represent the allocation factors of load lto phases A B, , and Cin per-
centages, respectively. If VUF exceeds 3% [42] in any of load buses lat
time t, Eqs. (13d)-(13e) are applied. More specifically, a process is in-
itiated which in each iteration imodifies variable αt

unb,Ph(·), so as the
VUF factor converges to acceptable levels below 3%. For the con-
vergence to be achieved, in each iteration iparameter αt

unb,lim sets a new
upper limit (lower than the limit of the previous iteration) for variable
αt

unb,Ph(·). The rate of change for parameter αt
unb,lim is decided selecting

at each iteration the highest previous value of αt
unb,Ph(·) and the load bus

lwith the largest VUF. Moreover, this rate can be accelerated or de-
celerated by adjusting the value of parameter λunb.

∑= − ∀=α p PhA PhB t| ( )t it i
l

l t l l
unb,AB

,
load,tot dist dist

(13a)

∑= − ∀=α p PhB PhC t| ( )t it i
l

l t l l
unb,BC

,
load,tot dist dist

(13b)

∑= − ∀=α p PhC PhA t| ( )t it i
l

l t l l
unb,CA

,
load,tot dist dist

(13c)

⩽ ∀ ∈= + = +α α t Ph| | , {AB, BC, CA}t it i t it i
unb,Ph(·)

1
unb,lim

1 (13d)

= −
∀ ∈

= + = =α α λ| max | (1 max VUF )|
t, Ph {AB, BC, CA}

t
unb,lim

it i 1 Ph(·) t
unb,Ph(·)

it i
unb

l l,t it i

(13e)

5. Results and discussion

The case studies in this section demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed energy management system in both achieving the economic
objectives in scheduling microgrid’s operation and in managing power
quality issues.

Algorithm 2 shows the iterative power quality improvement pro-
cedure. The optimal energy schedule solution is obtained at first from
GAMS without any power quality check. Afterwards, the initial energy
schedules on both loads and DERs are evaluated for voltage variation,
harmonic distortion, and phase unbalance using OpenDSS. If any vio-
lations against the power quality standards occur, then the energy
scheduling solution is solved again with constraints (10)-(13) enforced.
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The iteration continues until all power quality indices are controlled
under requirement levels.

Algorithm 2
Iterative power quality improvement.

In the rest of this section, we first present the microgrid model
which has been used across the case studies. We test the EMS and the
power quality framework under several demand-response situations
and power alteration scenarios. The results are evaluated under both
financial and physical system terms (power quality).

As already mentioned in Section 2, the proposed integrated tool
performs the simulations using three different software programs:
GAMS and CPLEX solver for the EMS, OpenDSS for power and har-
monics load flow, and MATLAB for power quality check, scripts
handling and results visualization. All simulations were run on an Intel
Core i7-5500U CPU @2.4 GHz with 16 GB memory. The execution time
for the EMS simulation was 2.86 s. Scripts execution in OpenDSS re-
quired 3.78 s. Even in the cases where the iterative power quality im-
provement forced the continuous sequential execution of the EMS and
the power quality framework until all power quality indices were re-
stored to acceptable levels (a maximum number of 3 iterations was
needed), the total required elapsed time was less than 30 s.

5.1. The microgrid model

The microgrid model used in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 3. As
shown in Fig. 3, the microgrid is connected to the 11.2 kV voltage
network through the point of common coupling (PCC). The rest of the
microgrid consists of step-down transformers (11.2 kV/400 V) and
distribution cables that connect to various building breaker panels.
Also, the two 250 kVA generators (APS1 and APS2) are connected to
the PCC bus of the microgrid. Three additional DERs are added to the

model, including a 165 kVA solar generation unit, a 95 kVA wind
generation unit (converter’s side), and a 80 kWh, 40 kW energy storage
system (ES). The EVs connect to the microgrid through node 10, as
depicted in Fig. 3. More information regarding the DERs and their
operation is provided in the next section, while the detailed specifica-
tions for all microgrid’s components are available in the electronic
companion [33].

The main electric loads in the microgrid include motors, lighting,
and plug loads. In this study, a load is defined as an electric end-use
entity, monitored and controlled by the EMS, while we assume that
each load (Loads 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 3) represents an aggregate of dif-
ferent load types. The loads can be in either single phase or three
phases, distributed along the lines downstream from the distribution
transformers. Among others, the following load capacities are included
in the microgrid:

• linear loads such as incandescent lights, space heaters, etc.;

• nonlinear loads including power electronic switching such as vari-
able speed drives, electronic equipment (e.g., computers), and
switch mode power supplies;

• small size industrial loads (e.g., duty cycle motor drives).

The harmonic spectrums associated with the various types of non-
linear loads (lightning, electronics, etc.) are defined and based on
[49–51]. The various load types are also characterized by their flex-
ibility to be deferred or completely shed. The detailed composition of
each load is provided in the electronic companion [33].

The value of lost load is as a monetary expression declaring the costs
associated with an interruption of electricity supply [52]. The VOLL can
be a useful metric for the EMS that allows for the quantification of the
additional cost for the system, when a specific load (or a part of a load)
is not met. A different VOLL has been assigned to each load type ac-
cording to its significance [53]. Therefore, a relatively high VOLL has
been assigned to sensitive industrial loads, while the VOLL is lower for
more flexible loads (e.g., HVAC systems).

5.2. Base case

The Base case study refers to a typical day of operation for the EMS
and the microgrid. One should note that under normal operation, the
microgrid is not expected to face any physical or power quality issues.
The percentages of each load type for the three aggregated loads
(Fig. 3) are set to represent a typical mix of loads, i.e, residential,
commercial, and industrial. The wind and solar generation data should
reflect forecasts. The bidirectional energy flows between the microgrid

Fig. 3. Microgrid topology.
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and the main grid assume the utilization of smart-metering approach.
The electricity price rates that have been used in all cases are depicted
in Fig. 4. Detailed information regarding the loads composition, re-
newable forecasts, and DER specifications are provided in the electronic
companion [33].

Fig. 5 shows the optimal DERs dispatch and the grid input for a day
of normal microgrid operation. The daily total system cost is $619.34.
There are several observations one might make regarding Fig. 5. First,
notice that the grid power input stays positive during the whole day.
This implies that the microgrid never encounters a power surplus si-
tuation during its daily operation. From 6 am to 8 am, both EVs and ES
discharge to aid the microgrid meeting the loads. The main reason for
this is that around 7 am, electricity cost reaches its second most ex-
pensive value during the day and the EMS tries to mitigate grid power
input at that time. A similar pattern is observed during the evening
hours (5 pm - 8 pm) where electricity cost reaches its highest value. On
the contrary, the optimal time interval to charge the EVs and the ES is
in the afternoon (12 pm - 4 pm). One might also notice that the two APS
units remain non-operational during all day for Base case. Finally, the
charge of the ES at late night hours (10 pm - 12 am) aims at exploiting
the concept of ES residual energy.

Fig. 6 shows the voltage evolution (in pu) for all microgrid nodes
during the day. One might notice that the voltage levels are within
limits ±( 5% deviation from 1 pu) for all nodes. In addition, we observe
no THD or VUF violation, as the highest recorded value does not
overpass 1% for either. Therefore, the iterative power quality algorithm
is not triggered for the Base case.

5.3. Load variation

In this section, we investigate the reaction of the microgrid in two
load variation scenarios. The first one (Case 2a), which is explored in
Section 5.3.1, concerns the power exchange framework with the DSO
and should be communicated in advance to the interested parties. The
second situation (Case 2b in Section 5.3.2) may concern an unexpected
load increase/decrease due to, for example, the actualization of an
important public event or a grid failure.

5.3.1. DSO interaction
As described in Section 3.6, the flexibility services the DSO might

request can vary. In this example, for simplicity and demonstration
purposes we have only set two periods during the day, where the power
exchange signals are communicated. The time intervals, as well as the
power demands with their corresponding rewards are shown in Table 1.
In addition, the value of the binary variable for each request shows
whether the request has been met or not. During the noon hours, DSO
requests concern a supply decrease from the microgrid to the grid, or
ideally a demand increase. This is due to the over-voltage, the con-
current injection of active power to the grid coming from PVs, might
cause. On the contrary, during the evening hours when the grid mostly
encounters the heaviest loads, the DSO requests aim at decreasing the
demand and/or, if possible, increasing the supply from the microgrid
towards the main grid.

The total system cost for Case 2a is $364.58, which represents a
41% cost reduction compared to the Base case. The level of the reward
is the most important factor for the EMS to decide whether it meets or
not the DSO request. In our example, the maximum reward was set as
the double of the highest value electricity price could reach during the
day. Moreover, the requested increase/decrease in the load demand
corresponds to a 80% change compared to the values pt

grid,in obtains in
Base case for the same time intervals. The requested power levels for
pt

grid,out have been chosen arbitrarily.
Fig. 7 shows the energy scheduling for the DERs and the voltage

level in all nodes of the microgrid for Case 2a. One might note that the
DERs optimal dispatch has been modified to support the decisions for
the DSO interaction. That is, the charge of EVs and ES is shifted earlier

in time taking place during the DSO signal for demand increase. We also
notice that, in order for the EMS to meet the evening DSO signals for
demand decrease/supply increase, the two APS units are activated for
the corresponding period. In addition, during this time interval, the
microgrid injects power to the grid. As far as power quality is con-
cerned, Fig. 7b indicates that despite the changes in DERs dispatch,
voltage levels are still respected in all nodes. The same applies to vol-
tage THD and unbalance where results suggest that no violation of the
standards occur.

5.3.2. Microgrid’s load alteration
In this case study (Case 2b), we examine microgrid’s resilience to-

wards voltage deviations that may occur due to the sudden alteration of
one or more loads in the microgrid. More specifically, we consider a
30% increase for Load 1 during a two hours time period (8 pm and
9 pm). It is reminded that Load 1 represents an aggregation of mainly
residential loads and it is located in Node 6 of the microgrid.

Fig. 8 illustrates the evolution of voltage levels for all microgrid’s
nodes. One might notice that the voltage level in Node 6 violates the
limit of 0.95 pu during both hours (0.946 pu at 8 pm and 0.943 pu at
9 pm). As a result, constraints (10a)-(10c) are triggered to restore
voltage in acceptable limits. As shown in Fig. 8b, after the second
iteration, voltage is restored for the first time interval (8 pm), but it is
still out of limits for the second one. Finally, after the third iteration
(Fig. 8c), voltage levels are settled back to standards for both time in-
tervals. The value of sensitivity parameter λ VΔ for this case has been set
to 0.9.

The activation of the power quality algorithm re-establishes the
voltage to acceptable levels but it also affects the total system cost.
While in the first iteration the total system cost is $629.2, after the third
iteration it has increased to $634.25. This additional cost is due to the
load shed (and thus penalized by the VOLL) by the power quality al-
gorithm during its operation. Finally, voltage THD and unbalance levels
are not violated in this case study.

5.4. Harmonic distortion

In the previous case studies, despite the modification of the mi-
crogrid energy schedules realized by the EMS to tackle the load varia-
tion situations, the THD index remained within the standards limits. In
this case study (Case 3), we deliberately modify the harmonic spectrum
of the domestic appliances, so as the global THD current of this specific
type of load reaches 80%. In addition, the share of the domestic ap-
pliances load type for all three aggregated loads of the microgrid is
increased by 25%. A scenario like this could, for instance, be realized by
the simultaneous operation of electronic devices due to the broadcast of
an important sport event.

After the initial energy schedules are obtained from the EMS algo-
rithm solution, they are evaluated by the power quality algorithm for
harmonic distortions. Fig. 9 illustrates the voltage THD in microgrid’s
load nodes. One might notice that the voltage THD requirements are
found violated (in our example we impose a stricter limit for THD
violation 4% instead of 5%, for demonstration purposes) for Load 1
(located in node 6) during a period of two hours in the evening (8 pm

Fig. 4. Electricity price profile during the day.
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and 9 pm). Constraints (12a)-(12c) are activated and two iterations
between the EMS and the OpenDSS harmonic solver are required to
mitigate the voltage THD violation. In the final energy schedule, the
voltage THD meets the limits requirement.

The restoration of voltage THD in acceptable limits causes a slight
increase of the total system cost (from $620.75 to $624.81). It is im-
portant to note that the mitigation of harmonic distortion impact has
been achieved mainly by reducing the loads of high harmonic contents.
For this case study, the value of sensitivity parameter λhd has been set to

0.012. The rest power quality indices (voltage levels and VUF) are not
violated in this case study.

5.5. Voltage unbalance

In this case (Case 4), we assume that an unequal distribution of
single-phase loads is realized in the microgrid. As a result, the phase
distribution for phases B and C of Load 1 is decreased by 60%, while
phase A is burdened by an 120% increase. The high unbalance of phase

Fig. 5. Optimal DERs dispatch and grid input for Base case.

Fig. 6. Voltage in all microgrid’s nodes for Base case.

Table 1
The DSO power requests with their corresponding rewards and the auxiliary variables (L is in kWh and R in $/kWh).

Time ↑Lt
sup ↑Rt

sup ↑ξt
sup ↓Lt

sup ↓Rt
sup ↓ξt

sup ↑Lt
dem ↑Rt

dem ↑ξt
dem ↓Lt

dem ↓Rt
dem ↓ξt

dem

12 pm – – – 50 0.3 0 121 0.6 1 – – –
1 pm – – – 50 0.3 0 112 0.6 1 – – –
7 pm 50 0.6 1 – – – – – – 177 0.3 1
8 pm 50 0.6 1 – – – – – – 188 0.3 1
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A with respect to phase B and C in the residential load (Load 1) is
reflected in Fig. 10, where VUF exceeds the limit of 3% at 8 pm and
9 pm. Therefore, constraints (13a)–(13e) are activated and the inter-
action between the EMS and the power quality algorithm is initiated.

After three iterations, the VUF value is mitigated to meet the require-
ment of 3%. The additional increase in total system’s cost due to the
activation of the power quality algorithm and the shed load is only
0.75% (from $619.34 in iteration 1 to $623.96 in iteration 3). For this

Fig. 7. DERs optimal dispatch (a), and nodes voltage level (b) for Case 2a.

Fig. 8. Voltage evolution during the iterative process in all microgrid’s nodes (Case 2b).
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case study, the value of sensitivity parameter λunb has been set to 0.02.
The remaining power quality indices (voltage levels and voltage THD)
are not violated in this case study.

5.6. Off-grid standalone operation

In this scenario (Case 5), grid outage is assumed and the microgrid
operates in standalone mode for a period of two hours (from 2 pm to
4 pm). During the energy schedule solution, the grid active power input
variable pt

grid,in, as well the grid reactive power input variable qt
grid,in,

are forced to be zero throughout the hours of standalone operation.
Fig. 11 shows the active and reactive power dispatch of the microgrid’s
DERs, including the period of standalone operation. During the outage,
both active and reactive power requirements of the microgrid loads are

covered by modifying the DERs energy scheduling. One of the two APS
units is activated to provide both active and reactive power support as
illustrated in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b, respectively. Compared to the Base
case (Fig. 5), we notice that the EVs and ESS charge/discharge schedule
has been also modified to support the microgrid’s off-grid operation.
Instead of the single main charge period observed in Base case, the EVs
charge in standalone scenario forming two higher lows right before and
after the outage interval, while they discharge during the outage period
providing an additional source of power. The ES operates in a similar
way. We also notice that during the early morning hours (from 1 am
until 6 am), the microgrid is able to meet the loads’ reactive power
requirement internally from its DERs operation.

Fig. 12 presents the voltage levels and the voltage THD at load buses
during the 24 h period, including the outage interval. The initial EMS

Fig. 9. Voltage THD at load nodes during the iterative process (Case 3).

Fig. 10. Voltage unbalance at load nodes during the iterative process (Case 4).
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scheduling results in a violation of voltage limits during the second
hour of the outage event (3 pm) at Node 7, as illustrated in Fig. 12a.
Therefore, constraints (10a)–(10c) are activated to restore the voltage
value in acceptable levels, as demonstrated in Section 5.3.2. Three
iterations of the power quality algorithm are required in total, to fully
restore voltage within standards (to avoid repetition, we omit the il-
lustration for the two next iterative steps as this process has been al-
ready demonstrated in Section 5.3.2). On the contrary, although a small
fluctuation is observed in the voltage THD during the outage period, the

THD limits are not violated either in the load buses or the PCC. The
total system cost increases from $666.05 (first iteration) to $668.51
(third iteration).

6. Conclusion and future work

Energy management and power quality issues are of high im-
portance for the smooth operation of small capacity microgrids such as
those serving small to medium size loads. This paper proposes an

Fig. 11. Active (a), and reactive (b) power for microgrid’s standalone operation (Case 5).

Fig. 12. Voltage levels (a), and voltage THD (b) for microgrid’s standalone operation.
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integrated tool for the effective mitigation of power quality issues in a
microgrid operation through the coordination of a MILP-based energy
scheduling algorithm and an iterative power quality improvement al-
gorithm. The EMS attempts to realize minimum total system cost
through coordinating the operation schedules of the microgrid’s DERs
and loads, while the power quality algorithm monitors the system for
potential voltage deviations, harmonic distortions, and voltage un-
balance during its operation. The presented case studies demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed energy management integrated tool in both
achieving the economic objectives in scheduling microgrid’s operation
and in effectively mitigating its power quality issues. In the majority of
the case studies, a maximum number of three iterations is required to
restore the power quality requirements to acceptable levels for the
considered sensitivity parameters, with a small additional cost for the
system. The proposed energy management framework can be im-
plemented in a commercial environment where building automated
systems are present, and with DERs and loads managed by device
agents on an EMS platform.

Recommendations for future work include the introduction of sto-
chasticity (e.g., for renewable generation, loads, electricity price) in the
integrated tool and the investigation of additional case studies.
Moreover, as several standards (see for instance EN 50160) dealing
with voltage characteristics in statistical or probabilistic terms allow for
a short term voltage limit violation (e.g., for no more than 5% over a
given operation time), we specifically propose using chance constrained
optimization to model this source of uncertainty.
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